PRESS RELEASE

MTS Globe sets new standards
in safety and hygiene
With a sophisticated health and hygiene concept and highquality face masks for everyone, the incoming agency MTS
Globe makes the holiday for hundreds of thousands of
guests of its partners safe and relaxed. The concept sets a
new standard in the global travel business
Palma de Mallorca, June 18, 2020. For holidaymakers in 69 destinations in 19 countries, the arrival in the
destination begins with a very special gift. From the 1st of July, the leading incoming agency MTS Globe will
equip all guests of its tour operator partners with high-quality and reusable face masks.
The masks are much more than a symbol for a safe stay in the 69 holiday destinations in 19 countries. They
are a core element of a comprehensive safety and hygiene concept that applies especially to transfers,
activities and excursions, in which all MTS Globe employees and service providers are involved.
"This concept will ensure that this year will be no different and enable an enjoyable and relaxing holiday
during all stages of the journey, in the hotels, but also on excursions, activities and transfers," says Michael
Frey, CEO of MTS Globe. In order to offer holidaymakers the best possible protection, the leading incoming
company has developed a sophisticated concept for health and safety together with the safety and hygiene
specialist Preverisk. With a detailed protocol, the existing hygiene standards are increased many times over.
The concept starts with the arrival of the guests at the destination airports and covers all relevant parts of
the stay. "We have decided to take this proactive and complex measure in order to support and complement
local regulations as well as the requirements of our tour operator partners," says Michael Frey. "Transfers,
activities and excursions are especially important components of the holiday experience, which must be
adapted professionally to the current challenges"

Guests can use the washable masks throughout their holiday. "We are sure to increase the acceptance of
excursions and at the same time contribute to the sustainability goals of our company," says Frey. The
protocol developed with Preverisk is currently one of the most up to date standards in the travel industry.
"We are proud to have contributed to the further development of the industry standard by contributing our
experience in destination management," adds Michael Frey.
The measures will initially apply until 31st March 2021 and will be continuously updated by MTS Globe to
reflect the latest information.
About MTS Globe
MTS Globe is a leading independent incoming company in Europe. Founded in 1967, it serves 7 million
customers per year. Its core business is to support tour operators with customised, high-quality destination
services.
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